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STPI Announces Leadership Update

Leading contemporary art space STPI Creative Workshop & Gallery announces the departure 
of Gallery Director, Rita Targui. After nearly a decade, she will step down on 5 May 2023 from 
her position to explore the next chapter in her career. The board and management express their 
deep appreciation for Rita’s significant contributions in the Gallery’s success and longstanding 
commitment to STPI during her tenure.

Ms. Emi Eu, Executive Director of STPI, commented:

“Rita has played a key role in STPI Gallery’s achievements as an arts organization since joining 
in 2013, leading the gallery team across exhibitions, art fair presentations, fundraising events, as 
well as the creation and programming of STPI’s patrons initiative. The last 10 years have certainly 
been a key chapter in STPI’s journey, and we are grateful for the dedication and hard work of the 
gallery team, together with Rita. I am incredibly proud of what we have accomplished and the 
strong foundation we have built together.”

Sharing her experience working with STPI,
Ms. Rita Targui reflected:

“The last ten years with STPI have been 
nothing short of extraordinary. I’ve had the 
opportunity to work with some of the best 
talents in our industry, a top-notch team, and 
amazing advocates of the visual arts sector. 
I am profoundly grateful for the friendships 
built in my time here, and would like to thank 
STPI for the privilege and opportunity to grow 
with the organisation.”

In the interim, Ms. Eu, who has helmed STPI for more than 20 years, will oversee the entire 
operations and events of STPI Gallery until further notice. Ms. Eu’s visionary leadership has been 
instrumental in driving the organization’s success over the last two decades and in the lead up to 
the gallery’s 21st Anniversary celebrations this September.

STPI is committed to its mission of developing Singapore as a leading player in the contemporary 
art world through collaborations with top international artists across innovative projects in the 
artistic mediums of print and paper. The team remain focused on strategic growth, expanding 
audience appreciation for print and papermaking, and empowering creative exchanges between 
regional art communities and the global art world.
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